### Description

The attached patch removes deprecated `Repository#supports_all_revisions?`, `AbstractAdapter#with_trailing_slash`, and `AbstractAdapter#without_trailing_slash`.

- Removes the deprecated method `supports_all_revisions?` from `Repository`, directing to use `supports_history?` instead.
- Removes the deprecated methods `with_trailing_slash` and `without_trailing_slash` from `AbstractAdapter` guiding to use their correctly spelled counterparts.

### Associated revisions

- **Revision 22457 - 2023-11-18 13:58** - Marius BĂLTEANU
  - Remove deprecated methods in `Repository` and `AbstractAdapter` (#39558).
  
  Patch by Go MAEDA.

### History

- **#1 - 2023-11-18 13:58** - Marius BĂLTEANU
  - Status changed from New to Closed
  - Assignee set to Marius BĂLTEANU

  Committed, thanks!
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